Catholic journalist and translator Anna Morawska, née Żelazny, was born January 24, 1922, in the southern Polish town of Zakopane. The daughter of a physician, she grew up in the sub-Carpathian city of Jaśło and completed her university studies at the Jagiellonian University in Kraków. After a brief marriage to Marxist philosopher of art and aesthetcian Stefan Morawski, Morawska began a career as a journalist in 1954, writing for the Catholic newspaper Tygodnik Powszechny. Originally a supporter of PAX, an organization espousing cooperation between the Catholic Church and the communist government of Poland, she broke with this group in 1956. Thereafter, Morawska became a leading voice in the Polish press for a modern and ecumenically oriented form of Catholicism, serving as one of the primary writers of the Catholic cultural monthly Więź as well as a contributing to other Catholic periodicals, including Znak and the Tygodnik powszechny. She also had the opportunity to attend a number of international Catholic and ecumenical conferences, where she learned about current developments in Western European theological thought. Morawska transmitted this information to the Polish Catholic reading public, introducing it to the thought of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Karl Rahner, and Paul Tillich: she also wrote about the developments at the Second Vatican Council and about the nascent Taizé movement. The person and thought of Dietrich Bonhoeffer in particular caught her imagination, for she published the first Polish biography of this German theological and martyr in 1970, as well as issuing, in the same year, an anthology of his writings translated into Polish. Morawska also published a volume of her own writings, entitled Perspektywy: Kościół a współ-czesność [Perspectives: The Church and the Current Age], as well as a posthumous collection of her articles, Spotkania [Encounters]. At
the same time, Morawska was a strong and enthusiastic supporter of postwar reconciliation between Poles and Germans. Morawska died in Kraków from lung cancer on August 19, 1972 at the age of fifty: today, she is commemorated by the Anna-Morawska Stiftung, an organization affiliated with the German Diocese of Magdeburg that is dedicated to the continuation of Polish-German reconciliation. The correct access point for works by or about Anna Morawska is:

Morawska, Anna, $d$ 1922-1972

Fr. Giacinto Pannella, priest, educator, regional historian, litterateur and bibliographer, was born 20 February 1847 in the city of Teramo, located some one hundred miles to the northwest of Rome in the region of Abruzzo, a place to which he would remain loyal throughout his life. Discerning a vocation to the priesthood, he studied at the seminary in his hometown and was ordained a priest in 1871 at the young age of 24. He continued studies at the University of Naples, from which he received a license to teach high school. Returning to Teramo, Fr. Pannella undertook a twofold ministry as priest and teacher. As an educator, he taught Italian literature at the Scuola Tecnica di Teramo and, for thirty-five years, at the R. Istituto Tecnico “Vicenzo Comi” in the same city; he also taught Greek language and literature at the seminary in Terano and occasionally served as private tutor to children of well-to-do citizens of that city. As a priest, he was named a canon of the cathedral of Teramo in 1891 and and archdeacon in 1918; he also served for many years as voluntary rector of the Church of Saint Anthony the Abbot located near the Civic Hospital of Teramo. In addition to his many sacerdotal and educational engagements, Fr. Pannella took a leading role in the literary and intellectual life of his home region. He wrote or edited over 550 books and articles, most of which were took as their theme the history, literature, and culture of the Abruzzo. He was also active in cultural journalism, serving as director and chief editor of the Rivista Abruzzese di Scienze, Lettere e Arti from 1892-1919. Fr. Pannella’s ardent local patriotism fed into a broader national patriotism as well: liberal in his politics and so a strong supporter of a united Italy, he was named a Cavaliere della Corona d’Italian in 1894 for his services to the state. Towards the end of his life, Fr. Pannella suffered from increasing blindness which, by all accounts, he bore with equanimity and grace. He died in the same house in which he had been born on December on December 15, 1927. Today, one of the central streets of the city of Teramo, to the cultural life of which he contributed so much, is named in his honor. The correct access point for works by or about Fr. Giacinto Pannella is:

Pannella, Giacinto
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150 Activism—Religious aspects [sp2023000681]

150 Alternative medicine—Religious aspects [sp2023000806]

150 Beatification [sp85012700]
550 BT Rites and ceremonies ADD FIELD
550 RT Blessed ADD FIELD

150 Bible stories, Mandara (Papua New Guinea) [May Subd Geog] [sp2023001307]
450 UF Mandara Bible stories (Papua New Guinea)

150 Bible stories, Marshallese [May Subd Geog] [sp2023000732]
450 UF Marshallese Bible stories

150 Bible stories, Tiang [May Sub Geog] [sp2023001291]
450 UF Tiang Bible stories

150 Blessed [May Subd Geog] [sp85014845]
550 BT Beatification DELETE FIELD
550 BT Persons ADD FIELD
550 RT Beatification ADD FIELD

110 Catholic Church—Relations—Mormon Church CHANGE HEADING
110 Catholic Church—Relations—Latter Day Saint Churches [sp2022000959]
410 UF Catholic Church—Relations—Mormon Church [Former heading]

150 Catholic fiction, Irish [May Subd Geog] [sp2023000821]
450 UF Irish Catholic fiction
550 BT Irish fiction

150 Christian converts from Zoroastrianism [May Subd Geog] [sp2023000981]
450 UF Converts from Zoroastrianism to Christianity
150 Sacred space—Mexico [sp2023000609]

150 Spiritual healing—Christianity CANCEL HEADING [sp2021006739]
682 This authority record has been deleted because the heading is covered by an identical subject heading (DLC)sh2010114471

150 Surrogate motherhood—Religious aspects [sp2022007258]

150 Surrogate motherhood—Religious aspects—Christianity [sp2022007259]

**Genre/Form Terms (LCGFT)**

155 Rubrics (Liturgical books). [gp2023026030]
455 UF Directions, Rubrical (Liturgical books)
455 UF Rubrical directions (Liturgica books)
550 BT Liturgical books
680 Directions in liturgical books for the conduct of liturgical services.

155 Verse hagiographies [gp2023026035]
455 UF Hagiographical poetry
555 BT Biographical poetry

**Demographic Group Terms (LCDGT)**

150 Archbishops [dp2023060031]
072 occ
550 BT Bishops

**Selected additions & changes to LC classification from the Library of Congress Classification (LCC) Approved Lists 04 (April 21, 2023) – 07 (June 6, 2023)**
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Philosophy (General) | Special topics, A-Z | Contemplation B105.C49

Religions. Mythology. Rationalism | religion | religion in relation to other subjects, A-Z | Sex CANCEL; [new caption:] Sex. Sex role BL65.S4

Natural theology | Religion and science | special sciences | other, A-Z | Neurosciences BL265.N4

Christianity | Christianity in relation to special subjects, A-Z | Leadership BR115.L29

Christianity | History | By region or country | Europe | Great Britain. England | By period | early and medieval to the Reformation | Biography | Individual, A-Z | Ia, Saint, 5th century BR753.13

The Bible | General | Texts and versions | Modern texts and versions | Non-European languages | African languages, A-Z | Dagaare TABLE BS5 BS325.D25

The Bible | General | Texts and versions | Modern texts and versions | Non-European languages | African languages, A-Z | Esahie TABLE BS5 BS325.E83

The Bible | General | Texts and versions | Modern texts and versions | Non-European languages | African languages, A-Z | Fanti TABLE BS5 BS325.F32

The Bible | General | Texts and versions | Modern texts and versions | Non-European languages | African languages, A-Z | Gonja TABLE BS5 BS325.G69

The Bible | General | Texts and versions | Modern texts and versions | Non-European languages | African languages, A-Z | Kusaal TABLE BS5 BS325.K87

The Bible | General | Texts and versions | Modern texts and versions | Non-European languages | African languages, A-Z | Lega TABLE BS5 BS325.L455

The Bible | General | Texts and versions | Modern texts and versions | Non-European languages | African languages, A-Z | Logba TABLE BS5 BS325.L59

The Bible | General | Texts and versions | Modern texts and versions | Non-European languages | African languages, A-Z | Siwu TABLE BS5 BS325.S553

The Bible | General | Texts and versions | Modern texts and versions | Non-European languages | African languages, A-Z | Tafi TABLE BS5 BS325.T34

The Bible | General | Texts and versions | Modern texts and versions | Non-European languages | African languages, A-Z | Vagala TABLE BS5 BS325.V34

The Bible | General | Texts and versions | Modern texts and versions | Non-European languages | Languages of Oceania and Australasia (Austronesian, Papuan, and Australian, A-Z | Tuam TABLE BS5 BS325.V34

Old Testament | Works about the Old Testament | Topics (not otherwise provided for), A-Z | Giants CANCEL; [new caption:] Giants (Folklore). Tall people BS1199.G5

Old Testament | Works about the Old Testament | Topics (not otherwise provided for), A-Z | Tall people see BS1199.G5 [BS1199.T35]
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